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Hopf’s work on fiber spaces led not only to a simple proof of Hopf’s un-intuitive result
that …3(S2) D Z but, once the homotopy lifting lemma was proved, to a situation where,
as he puts it, results were falling from the sky. Nor was this success limited to homotopy
theory alone. Eckmann lists seven other areas of mathematics that drew lessons from this
breakthrough, including Samuel Eilenberg and Saunders Mac Lane’s theory of categories
and functors. Although one might wish that Eckmann had taken us a little further behind
the scenes, this account is much fuller that the comparable one by Hans Samelson in Ioan
James’s History of Topology [Samelson, 1999].
I may perhaps be allowed to deal more briefly here with the survey articles. The book opens
up with Deligne’s account of several of the governing ideas in the work of Grothendieck,
which Dieudonne´ did so much to bring into print. More information is available in the three
volumes of The Grothendieck Festschrift [Cartier et al., 1990], and these pages may only
make good sense to someone who has met Grothendieck’s work before, but they give a
sense of the remarkable vision that animated one of the most remarkable mathematicians
of the 20th century.
Lars Ga˚rding’s account of hyperbolic equations in the 20th century starts almost where
Vladimir Maz’ya and Tatyana Shaposhnikova’s biography of Jacques Hadamard [Maz’ya
and Shaposhnikova, 1998] finishes and brings the story very close to the present. I regret
that I do not have the competence to discuss Gilles Pisier’s essay on similarity problems in
Hilbert space.
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The work of historians of the science and technology of Renaissance Europe should
be greatly facilitated by the publication of this volume. Up to now, Aleotti’s works and
personality has been poorly served in the literature. What has been available to scholars
is a series of studies on his work as an architect—he owes his fame to his design of the
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Farnese Theatre in Parma—and as a scene designer and stage manager for theatrical works,
while his other important contributions to practically every aspect of his profession has
been neglected, his books and manuscripts being available only with difficulty in all but the
most specialised libraries.
The congress held at the Department of Mathematics of the University of Ferrara on 6–7
December 1996 upon the occasion of the 450th anniversary of the birth of Giovambattista
Aleotti was a remarkable opportunity for debate and scientific updating, through his em-
blematic figure and works, on a crucial theme of the history of science and technology of
Renaissance Europe: the role, culture, and interests of engineers, their apprenticeships, and
their relationship with science. Aleotti, as was quite usual at the time (even if with a wide
range of results), together with his declared professional activity as an architect and an en-
gineer especially expert in waterways, was also a writer who produced extensive treatises.
He was interested in music, was actively linked to the power-structure of his time, and was
strongly interested in all the important technological problems of his country. In short, he
was an engineer who took his proper place in the world of technicians in the Europe of the
second half of the 16th century.
The papers presented at the conference have been published as a collection of 18 papers
edited by Alessandra Fiocca. Although these papers are the result of many different re-
search methods and have been written by historians from different disciplines, an underly-
ing recurrent theme can be seen: a comparative interpretation of different research experi-
ences, with the aim of increasing current, unfortunately rare, research perspectives on this
theme. The volume has not been divided into sections, perhaps as a deliberate choice to
show the reader the complexity and interaction of Aleotti’s interests. However, for the first
time, it presents Aleotti’s studies of theoretical and practical hydraulics (contributions of
U. Baldini, F. Cazzola, P. Carpeggiani, A. Fiocca, and C. Maffloli), as well as the con-
nected problems of land reclamation and redirection of river courses, problems strongly
related to his cartographic production (M. Rossi), for the improving of which domain
Aleotti invented an instrument, the archimetro (A. Fiocca). In line with this picture of a
typical engineer of the time, Aleotti was also involved in the planning and building of
fortifications (F. Ceccarelli, A. Coppa, R. Torlontano), a topic on which he wrote several
manuscripts, and besides his first translation into Italian of Hero’s Spiritalium liber, to which
he added four theorems (V. Marchis and L. DoIza), he wrote a theoretical treatise on music
(P. Fabbri).
In contrast with the recurring figure of the “travelling engineer,” a person who often spent
years at different courts, Aleotti was profoundly linked to his region. The contribution of
L. Pepe highlights the scientific life in Ferrara the capital of the small but ambitious state of
the house of Este, at the time of Aleotti, when it was engaged in the delicate transition from
the Este family to the Papacy. D. Lamberini devotes her paper to a general presentation of
contemporary engineers in the Grand Dukedom of Tuscany, while E. Gamba focusses on
Guidobaldo del Monte, a fundamental figure who has not yet received the attention that he
deserves.
The editor has done much more that simply collecting and editing these 18 contributions
presented during the congress. In fact the second major element of the volume is a precious
instrument for the study of the work of technicians in Italy during the Renaissance, the
addition, at the end of the volume, of a 100-page detailed and “new” list of the printed
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works and manuscripts written by Aleotti, a chronology of the principal events of his
professional life, and a detailed bibliography on Aleotti from the 16th century on. And
finally, as it should be, an index of names enriches the book.
In conclusion, this book makes an important and precious contribution to our knowledge
about a emblematic but still understudied figure, and it provides a rich store of information
and very useful ideas for further study and research. There are, of course, some important
questions and points still open to debate to which this book does not attempt to provide
any answers. One hopes that other volumes, following this one, will try to go further in an
understanding of the crucial and, as the book emphasizes, vital period before Galileo and
the scientific revolution and the role of figures like Aleotti.
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Avec Epures d’architecture, Joe¨l Sakarovitch analyse en quatre grands chapitres abon-
damment illustre´s la gene`se puis la mise en oeuvre et le devenir de cette discipline
«re´volutionnaire» qu’est la ge´ome´trie descriptive. Elabore´e par Gaspard Monge alors qu’il
enseignait a` l’Ecole du Ge´nie de Me´zie`res, introduite en 1794 a` l’Ecole centrale des travaux
publics (qui deviendra peu apre`s l’Ecole polytechnique) dont elle constitue alors la disci-
pline principale, la ge´ome´trie descriptive est la the´orisation de l’ensemble des me´thodes
projectives utilise´es par les tailleurs de pierres et les charpentiers. Comme le sugge`re le
titre de l’ouvrage, mais aussi son organisation ge´ne´rale, la ge´ome´trie descriptive est le
re´sultat de deux histoires convergentes: celle de la double projection, qui prend corps dans
le dessin d’architecture, et celle des me´thodes ge´ome´triques employe´es par les tailleurs
de pierres. Dans le premier chapitre, l’auteur dresse un inventaire des plans d’architecture
depuis l’Antiquite´ jusqu’a` la fin de l’Ancien Re´gime afin de repe´rer les e´tapes impor-
tantes dans la mise en place des repre´sentations en plan puis en double projection, ainsi
que des ope´rations ge´ome´triques correspondantes. Si, en matie`re d’architecture, l’usage
du plan est tre`s ancien, c’est l’e´poque gothique qui voit l’apparition des repre´sentations
ge´ome´trales en plan et e´le´vation, lie´es a` une complexification des ouvrages d’architecture.
Mais ce n’est qu’avec la Renaissance et les grands traite´s the´oriques italiens que l’usage
de la double projection, de´sormais maıˆtrise´e, devient syste´matique. Plus que la perspective,
le trace´ des ombres deviendra de`s le XVIIe sie`cle le comple´ment indispensable du dessin
d’architecture.
Apre`s le dessin d’architecture, le dessin d’ouvrier: le deuxie`me chapitre entre de plain-
pied dans les proble`mes ge´ome´triques inhe´rents a` la coupe des pierres, montrant comment
les techniques employe´es par les tailleurs de pierres ont favorise´ l’e´laboration de me´thodes
ge´ome´triques, mais aussi comment le perfectionnement de ces dernie`res a pu conduire a`
la de´termination pre´alable des formes au moyen d’e´pures. La comparaison sur un exemple
